Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) surface engineering potential for bioenergy

Abstract

To date, many efforts have been made to build bioenergy devices with geometry at the nanometer level, which provide new tools for bioelectrochemical studies. The use of individual 1D structure as electrodes for electrochemistry has opened a differentiated route toward electrochemical biomolecule studies. Silicon nanowires (SiNWs), as one dimensional structure, play more and more important role in nanoelectronics and optical devices with its unique attractive property. Moreover, with surface engineering treatment, the electronic and optical properties of SiNWs at the Fermi level can be tuned with the interesting change from metallic to a nonmetallic character of the transport. Herein the surface engineering of SiNWs with enhancement of optical property addresses. Results show that due to the effect of surface engineering, the structure of SiNWs changes with higher efficient and stable photoluminescence without any luminescence decay, which definitely approve the significantly compelling effect of surface engineering of SiNWs.
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Introduction

Nanotechnology is the science and technology of precisely controlling the structure of matter at the nanometer scale. It shows exquisite new tools to engineer with novel materials and devices at the nanoscale. The materials and devices are generally considered to be in nano regime if the critical size is less than 100nm. As a unit of the length, a nanometer is one billionth of a meter, and about 10000 times narrower than a human hair.1 To date, it is well known that nanotechnology is now becoming the hottest research field which involves diverse fields such as physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, and optics. Nanotechnology has never been an independent discipline since its birth. On the basis of the unique physical, chemical or biological properties of nanostructures, nanotechnology creates the attractive materials with the interesting structures applied in various statues.2-4 Nanomaterials include clusters, thin films, wire structures and bulk nanostructured materials. Within the size range of nanometer, the optical, thermodynamic, mechanical, electronic, magnetic and chemical properties of nanomaterial are sufficiently different from individual atoms, molecules and bulk materials. The development of nanomaterials as well as the relevant understanding of its highlighted properties in recent years has enabled nanomaterials successful application in energy, electronics, medicine, chemical and biological sensors, etc.5-8 Due to the lack of the traditional energy resources, the most significant tendencies in the energy today is to minimize both economic inputs and environmental impacts for the long-run eco-friendly extremely goal. New promising energy have been recently developed with a progress in a material science, namely with an introduction of a wide range of nanomaterials.9-12

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs)

Since one-dimensional silicon nanowires (SiNWs) were synthesized by Lieber et al.,11 SiNWs have attracted much attention of research due to their potential significant application ranging from electronics and photonics to the life sciences and healthcare. Traditionally, surface modifications of materials means using chemical/physical methods to obtain or enhance certain surface properties without changing the bulk attributes. SiNWs are expected to have the potential application in bioenergy, especially in the optical areas. Photoluminescence (PL) is a unique property offered by SiNWs and has attracted more research in fabricating photoelectronics. However, because of the current development of an oxide layer covered on the surface of SiNWs, the degradation and the relatively low efficiency of the PL hinder its application further in energy field. Due to the absorption and reflection layer on the surface of Si with nanostructures, the increasing silicon oxide thickness with the exposure time to air causes degradation of optical devices with its unique attractive property. Moreover, with surface engineering treatment, part of the surface oxide layer of SiNWs could be removed and the surface saturations have been explored theoretically.9,13 Among the existing passivation methods, HF and nitridation show the better performance than that of carbide. During the surface treatment, part of the oxide layer of SiNWs could be removed and the surface composition may be changed. Meanwhile, for the nitridation, there will be a nitride layer formed due to the reaction between the oxide and nitrogen species and the silicon nitride is air inert to the exposure and can prevent SiNWs from further oxidation.

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) passivation

Although a hydrogenation is easily available and can prevent certain degradation, it is not sufficient for application considerations. Hence, a better surface engineering must be employed to prevent the degradation. SiNWs have been successfully coated with the silicon carbide (SiC) using an ion beam deposition technique with methane (CH₄) as ion sources, which shows efficient and stable PL without the observable degradation. Various important gas-phase species for surface saturations have been explored theoretically.20-22 Among the existing passivation methods, HF and nitridation show the better performance than that of carbide. During the surface treatment, part of the surface oxide layer of SiNWs could be removed and the surface composition may be changed. Meanwhile, for the nitridation, there will be a nitride layer formed due to the reaction between the oxide and nitrogen species and the silicon nitride is air inert to the exposure and can prevent SiNWs from further oxidation.

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) HF treatment

The silicon oxide layer of SiNWs serves as a protective layer rendering SiNWs relatively inert. The inerntness of SiNWs is unfavorable for SiNWs applications. Thus, it is significant to...
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Despite HF as a weak acid, it is quite active, allowing it to etch away the oxide layers in the reactions between HF and silicon/silicon dioxide. In spite of the extraordinarily strong Si-F bond, the highly polarized Si-F can be kinetically extremely reactive under ionic conditions, resulted in giving rise to H-terminated rather than F-terminated silicon surfaces. Although silicon generally forms the covalent bonds (with ionic character), it usually undergoes the ionic reactions, and/or participates in the bimolecular reactions, in which bond forming and bond breaking occurred simultaneously.

SiNWs treat with HF to remove the outer oxide layer of SiNWs, which decreases the electron transfer between the enzyme and the base electrode. The surfaces of the HF-etched, oxide-free SiNWs are passivated by hydrogen and exhibit moderately high reactivity. Results show that the amperometric response of the HF-etched SiNWs modified biosensor is greater than that of the as-grown SiNWs biosensor, which are consistent with the improved conductivity of SiNWs due to oxide removal by HF. HF-etched SiNWs provide both a suitable biocompatibility microenvironment for the entrapment of glucose oxidase as well as a mediator for the electron transfer between the enzyme and the electrode.

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) nitridation treatment

Results of the nitride engineered SiNWs are shown in Figure 3 & Figure 4, which indicate the morphologies of the nitride engineered SiNWs are smooth and uniform in diameter similar to the original SiNWs with the long, smooth and curve characteristic just shown as Figure 1. At higher temperature, the surface engineering effect leads to more efficient reaction on the surface, breaking SiNWs into thin and short pieces with the lower resolution under SEM observation. Results shown in Figure 3 & Figure 4 are evidently more distinctive with better resolution compared with those shown in Figure 1, indicating that samples used in Figure 3 & Figure 4 have better conductivity due to the reduction of the insulating silicon dioxide layer. It shows that at a temperature as high as 800°C, SiNWs are completely broken into the amorphous silicon oxide nanoparticles. Although the reaction temperature is much lower than the melting temperature of silicon, but the reactant gas of nitride and oxygen cause the nanowire more ease to change and thus to form amorphous nanoparticles. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of untreated SiNWs, treated at 600°C, treated at 650°C, and treated at 700°C show that with substrate temperature variation, PL peak, position and area vary simultaneously. SiNWs treated at different temperatures all display the stronger PL peaks in different wavelength regions than that of the untreated SiNWs. PL spectra have two to three peaks corresponding to silicon core (at higher wavenumber) and silicon oxide (at lower wavenumber). In addition, the spectrum shifts from the low wavenumber to the high wavenumber (red shift from 580 to 860nm) as the treatment temperature increases. It indicates that the domain of PL modifies (the silicon core reduces) at higher substrate temperatures and the red shift is due to the changes of the composition. Moreover, because of the removal of oxide layer and formation of silicon nitride, PL intensity enhances obviously at various temperatures.

FTIR spectra results show that there is not the absorption band related to silicon oxide for the untreated silicon nanowires because of the tightly packed surface atoms, which limit the mostly observed Si-O stretching mode to show up. With the increment of surface engineering temperature, Si-N stretching, N-H bending, Si-O stretching and Si-O rocking modes show in the spectra. Both the Si-N stretching and N-H bending modes indicate the nitridation of the surface layer silicon occurs by the surface treatment. The absorption peaks of N-H bending mode are due to the NHy remained on the surface of SiNWs. The strong absorption at ~1070 cm-1 of Si-O stretching mode on the engineering surface indicates the effect of NHy ion leads the surface of SiNWs to be rough, and make the Si-O bonding free for stretching.
Also, Si-O stretching enhances at the higher surface engineering temperature.  

![Figure 3 Engineering SiNWs at 600°C.](image)

The above-mentioned results elucidate that PL enhancement relates to the composition change of SiNWs. Before the SiNWs treated using NH3, the basic composition of SiNW includes a silicon core with a Si-SiO interfacial layer containing silicon suboxide and a silicon dioxide layer at the surface. The silicon suboxide forms light barrier due to its small bandgap. After the surface nitride engineering, besides the surface nitride modification, the suboxide layer reduces with N addition into the interfacial layer. Consequently, SiNWs have better light emission behavior. It indicates that with N addition into the interfacial layer, the composition of silicon oxide changes with the SiNWs window opening. Therefore, silicon nanowires (SiNWs) with the various surface modifications (such as HF etching and nitridation) as the supporting matrixes are high sensitive to the glucose detection and the glucose oxidase (GOx) can be effectively adsorbed onto the treated SiNWs. When the decoration of SiNWs with hybrid materials (Pd, Ni and gold) is adopted, SiNWs can be made as the electrochemical methanol sensor with the definitely high sensitivity owing to SiNWs’ high aspect ratio and materials compatibility with silicon substrate as electrode.

**Nanostructures for bioenergy**

In the field of biofuels energy, techniques related to nanotechnology can be taken as modification in feedstocks, higher efficient catalysts, etc. To date, enzymes have been utilized to catalyze biodiesel productions from oils and fats and to hydrolyze biomass to produce biofuels (for instance, ethanol and biogas) on a large scale. As a captivating characteristics of nanostructures, they can be taken to replace or immobilize the enzymes with more efficient catalysis. Currently, biofuels have definitely attained attractive spot light and been manufactured in different countries along with an increasing production. Among them, for instance, bioethanol has the world production of around 25 millions of gallons per year. Biodiesel, another important biofuel, is usually produced by a chemically catalyzed transesterification reaction between low chain length alcohols (mainly methanol) and oils and fats from animals or plants. Up to now, one of the most crucial potential materials for biofuel production is the vegetal biomass, mainly owning lignocellulosic compounds that are the most abundant renewable carbon source in the world. It is well known that nanotechnology is extremely beneficial to bioenergy production by changing the features of feed materials. Various kinds of nanomaterials, such as silicon nanowires, carbon nanotubes, magnetic and metal oxide nanoparticles and others are advantageous to become an essential part of sustainable bioenergy production.

**Applied in biogas production**

Biogas is produced from anaerobic digestion of organic wastes such as plant, agriculture and animal and human wastes. For enhancing the activity of methanogenic bacteria, which acts as a catalyst to the production of bioenergy, nanostructures are always adopted with the captivating results, such as the enhancement of the methane gas production. Moreover, the catalyst attached on nanostructures is more active and efficient, for instance, the enhancement of the activity of methanogenic bacteria, which acts as a catalyst to the production of bioenergy, nanostructures are always adopted with the captivating results, such as the enhancement of the methane gas production. Moreover, the catalyst attached on nanostructures is more active and efficient, for instance, the enhancement of the activity of methanogenic bacteria, which acts as a catalyst to the production of bioenergy, nanostructures are always adopted with the captivating results, such as the enhancement of the methane gas production.

**Applied in biofuel production**

It is noted that the first generation biofuel is produced from different food feedstocks such as starch from corn, sucrose from sugarcane, animal fats and plant oils. The second generation biofuel is used non-food feedstock (such as, wood wastes, agricultural residues, etc.). Although, second-generation biofuels have distinct advantages, they have some drawbacks such as high cost of production and infrastructure as well as technological problems. Owing to the properties of nanostructures, the abovementioned issues can be overcome because of its high surface to the volume ratio, quantum properties and immobilizing property. Biodiesel is a mixture of esters, which are commonly produced by transesterification of vegetable oils or animal fats with short chain alcohols (methanol or ethanol) that agree with specific standards to be used as fuel in diesel engines. Nanostructures with significant catalytic activities can be successfully used for the production of biodiesel from transesterification of glycerol trioleate and distinctively increase in the biodiesel yield. Moreover, if nanostructures hybrid with other nanotechniques, such as magnetic nanocatalysts, they can be easily removed, recovered and reused, with the favoring challenge of the economic viability of the process with the traditional methods. Results show that the catalysts with hybrid nanostructures possess considerable potential toward hydrolysis, transesterification, and esterification of soybean oil and fatty acids.
Bioethanol (ethyl alcohol) is generally produced by carbon sources of sugarcane juice, grains, and others. These materials are mainly composed by cellulose and hemicellulose, polymeric structures of carbohydrates, and lignin. For the use of sugars present in cellulose and hemicellulose fractions, some pretreatments are required to break down the recalcitrance of biomass, disrupting polymeric fraction in fermentable monomers.\textsuperscript{48,49} Usually, after an initial pretreatment, cellulotic fraction of these materials is enzymatically hydrolized. By this method, monomeric glucose can be produced in milder conditions of process (lower temperature, without requirement of pressure), compared to chemical process, as well as the non-formation of undesirable fermentation inhibitor compounds.\textsuperscript{50} Generally, the use of cellulases for the hydrolysis of lignocellulosic biomass is responsible for about 18% of total costs involved in the process of the bioethanol production.\textsuperscript{51,52} Therefore, the development of advanced strategies, which could provide the recovery and recycling of enzymes, can reduce production cost. Nanostructures have the ability to offer immobilization of various enzymes such as cellulases and hemicellulases, in the bioethanol production. It is promising to provide an easy way to recovery of enzyme with hybrid nanostructures that allow enzyme recovery and reuse for several cycles. The immobilization of enzyme on nanostructures is often achieved by covalent binding or physical adsorption. But, covalent binding method is more suitable because it can reduce protein desorption due to formation of covalent bonds between enzyme and nanostructures. Moreover, the performance of immobilized enzyme could be effectively controlled by tailoring nanostructures. As a result, the immobilized enzyme can be stored with longer storage which is potential to enhance in its thermostability property compared to free enzymes.\textsuperscript{53} Also, enzyme immobilized on nanostructures by adsorption methods is successfully taken for the hydrolysis of lignocellulosic materials in the bioethanol production. Other beneficial contribution of nanostructures utilities, such as enhancement catalytic activity for production of ethanol, high efficacy of immobilized enzymes in hydrolysis of cellulose into glucose, increased yield of glucose, efficient simultaneous saccharification and fermentation, have been also achieved for recent years.\textsuperscript{54,55}

**Silicon nanowires/nanostructures potential for bioenergy**

It is noted that the electrode materials with the nano functionalization and surface engineering techniques are usually taken to improve or enhance the direct electron transfer process, where for biofuel cells GOx is a definitely important enzyme, which suffers the electron transfer from its active center onto the electrode in the bioelectrocatalytic process.\textsuperscript{56} Owing to the unique optical and electrical properties of silicon nanowires (SiNWs) they are playing more and more significant role in the field of bioenergy. Generally, it will gain better efficiency in the electrochemical bioanode sensors when the technology related to nano and micro is coupled with the fabricated systems. During SiNWs synthesis, its morphology, size and shape can be precisely controlled and the process of SiNWs fabrication is definitely high reproducible. Consequently, the fabricated sensor with Pd-Ni/SiNWs shows higher sensitive to the methanol because of the high aspect ratio of the nanowires and the good compatibility with Si substrate as the electrode.\textsuperscript{57} Without SiNWs, the designed systems or devices for bioenergy deplete the current because of the poor electric contact between metal electrodes and silicon nanowires. As a result, the surface engineered SiNWs will definitely have the improved/enhanced good respond ability to the glucose sensitivity. Research shows that SiNWs are taken for the glucose detection with high sensitivity as the supporting matrices successfully.\textsuperscript{58,59}

Various treatments with HF etched and carboxylic acid (COOH) functionalized, GOs can be efficiently adsorbed onto the surface of SiNWs. It indicates that the COOH-functionalized SiNWs amperometric biosensor has gained the superior detection sensitivity with the limit at 0.01mM glucose (the ratio of the signal to noise is 3).

**Conclusion**

With the surface engineering, silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have better surface properties potential for bioenergy. For SiNWs treatment with HF, the outer oxide layer of SiNWs removes to decrease the electron transfer between the enzyme and the base electrode, and the amperometric response of the HF-etched SiNWs is greater than that of the as-grown SiNWs, which indicates that SiNWs-modified electrode could respond to glucose sensitively. For SiNWs nitridation treatment, as photoluminescence (PL) enhancement with the composition of silicon oxide change and SiNWs possess higher efficient and stable photoluminescence without any luminescence decay than that of untreated SiNWs.
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